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U.S. investors have reached a breaking point.  They understand they
need to re-engage the markets and pursue asset growth, and they are willing to look to 
new asset allocation and diversification strategies to address their fears.

Investors appear frustrated by the failure of conventional diversification and portfolio 
construction theories to prevent losses and generate returns. 

Nearly seven in ten (69%) U.S. investors agree that it is time to replace traditional 
techniques with new approaches, and 75% say the traditional 60/40 stock-bond portfolio 
allocation is no longer the best way to pursue returns and manage risk for most investors. 

However, only 35% of investors say they have discussed alternative options with their 
advisors.

– Natixis Global Asset Management
October 2012



At the Forefront of Industry Evolution
Changing the way you and your clients view investing
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A New Way of Thinking
After decades of partnering with advisors and seeing firsthand the obstacles they face, we were inspired to create 
solutions to address today’s challenges and reshape the advisor-client experience. Our business was founded on a 
simple concept: to move beyond traditional thinking and business models to build a better solution.  While many 
firms rely on outdated thinking, we believe that today’s environment provides significant new, forward-thinking 
investment and technology opportunities that can empower your practice and enhance your client relationships.

Our Mission
Our commitment is to provide you with the investment and technology solutions to help you build a more efficient 
business while enhancing your client relationships.  We’ve taken these new ideas and concepts, built powerful 
solutions, and we deliver them through a comprehensive and easy-to-use platform. Unlike most other investment 
platforms, which are rigid and require you to fit into their model, our platform is completely modular, allowing 
us to build solutions around your unique practice.  As the investment landscape evolves over time, we’ll keep you 
and your clients at the forefront by incorporating the latest academic research, investment solutions and technology 
innovations into our process. 

In the pages that follow, you’ll find an overview of the tools and solutions that we offer you and your clients. In 
everything we do, you’ll see an overarching theme: we’re thinking ahead to provide you the tools and strategies to 
increase client retention, grow your business and enhance overall profitability.



A Shift in Thinking
Old habits die hard. A new approach to investing 
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An Outdated Mode of Thinking
We’re all familiar with the Brinson study originally unveiled in the 1980s on the importance of asset allocation. 
This study found that more than 93 percent of a portfolio’s return variance could be explained by asset allocation. 
Over the years, many asset managers and advisors have used this study as the basis for creating and managing client 
investment portfolios. 

Without question, asset allocation is a critical component of a portfolio’s risk and return variance. However, the 
Brinson study does not address a key question:  What role does market movement play in explaining return variance? 

A New Reality
Roger Ibbotson & Associates published their award-winning research study, “The Equal Importance of Asset 
Allocation and Active Management,” in the March/April 2010 issue of the Financial Analysts Journal.  In the study, 
Ibbotson concluded that return variations in portfolios are driven primarily by general market movements and not 
asset allocation strategy.  

As illustrated in the chart below, Ibbotson found that 80 percent of return variation is driven by the direction of  
the markets.

At a time when many investors are searching for answers, Ibbotson’s groundbreaking research has provided the 
industry with the most important academic conclusions in decades on the drivers of portfolio returns.  We find 
these conclusions so powerful and critical to portfolio construction that our investment process is built around the 
recognition and management of market movement within our three-mandate process.  

“The time has come for 
folklore to be replaced 
with reality. 
Asset allocation is very 
important, but nowhere near 
90 percent of the variation in 
returns is caused by the 
specifi allocation mix … 
most time-series variation 
comes from general market 
movement …”
Roger Ibbotson
Financial Analysts Journal, March/April 2010, 
Volume 66. “The Equal Importance of Asset 
Allocation and Active Management.” 
©2010 CFA Institute 

Research Emphasizes the Importance of 
Market Movement on the Variance of 

Portfolio Returns

Financial Analysts Journal, March/April 2010, Volume 66. 
“The Equal Importance of Asset Allocation and Active Management.” © 2010 CFA 

Institute



The Importance of Market Movement
Changing the way you think about investing
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Moving Beyond Traditional Diversification: Impact on Clients and Advisors
Many investor portfolios have historically been built with traditional asset class diversification as their “silver bullet” 
to controlling risk.  This approach has left many investors feeling a lack of control, as their portfolios are completely 
reliant on market movement for returns and therefore subject to market volatility. As a result, investors suffer 
from ineffective risk management, greater-than-expected volatility, performance falling short of expectations and 
ultimately poorly timed emotional decisions.  Not only does this adversely impact client returns, but also it directly 
affects an advisory firm’s profitability, client retention and growth. 
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Market Movement Outweighs Other Factors
Many decisions and factors ultimately impact your 
client’s investment returns. Security selection, tactical 
shifts, fees and other factors play a role, but according 
to Ibbotson’s research, market movement is the primary 
influence on your investors’ portfolios.   

Employing Market Movement to Enhance Performance 
We believe that to control the impact of market movement, portfolio construction should be focused on diversifying 
not just across asset classes, but also across strategies that engage market movement or significantly disengage from 
it.  As the sources of risk and return in a client portfolio expand, so too do the opportunities to enhance returns in 
different market cycles. 
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Introducing:  Market Movement Solutions®
Reshaping the Investor Experience

We believe that an effectively diversified portfolio should be built around three distinct mandates, with each 
mandate having its own unique objective, expectation and contribution to the portfolio.  By understanding the role of each 
mandate in the portfolio and working with your client to develop the optimal combination, this process seeks to 
reshape the investor experience and address the impact of market movement.  

It is through the combination of mandates that we can achieve greater diversification, execute more effective risk 
management and enhance investor returns.

Market
Movement

Tactical Market
Movement

Market Movement
Diversifiers
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Strategy 2: Tactical Market Movement

Strategy 1: Market Movement

Strategies designed to tactically adjust asset class weightings to increase/
decrease their exposure to market movement.

They will: 

4 Utilize flexibility to actively adjust portfolios to changing 
global market conditions.

4 Adjust risk in portfolios while opportunistically allocating to 
attractive asset classes.

4 Be implemented with ETFs and active mutual funds 

Strategies strategically allocated to capture stock and bond market 

movement. They will:

4 Fully engage in markets, seeking pure and full participation

4 Effectively manage longevity and inflation risks through consistent
exposure

4 Be implemented with index funds, ETFs, and equity and/or bond 
separate accounts 

Strategies designed to provide a source of risk and return that is independent of 
overall stock and bond market movements.

They will: 

4 Provide sources of risk and return that may have low correlation to other 
strategies in a portfolio

4 Indentify nontraditional risk and return opportunities with little dependence on 
market direction

4 Disengage from general market movements and introduce new sources of risk 
and return 
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The Expanding Universe of Strategists
Providing your clients with complete investment accessibility  

Our due diligence expands beyond the restraints of traditional  TAMPs

TAMP = Turnkey Asset Management Provider

Portfolio Strategists

Available ONLY 
in Separate Account

models

Portfolio Strategists

Available in BOTH
Separate Account
models and single
mutual fund/ETF

Portfolio Strategists

Available ONLY in 
single mutual

fund/ETF

Multiple holding
models 

implemented
with institutional

mutual funds
or ETFs
________

Typically accessed
on TAMP platforms

Multiple holdings
in single ticker 

institutional
mutual fund

________

Outside scope 
of traditional 

TAMPs

Multiple holdings 
in single ticker 
institutional 
mutual fund

________

Flexibility to 
select most 
suitable form

Our Unconstrained Approach to Strategist Selection
Emphasizes Substance Over Form 

Accessing Investment Talent Without Boundaries
Our industry has evolved over the last few years with new investment solutions being introduced with less 
exclusivity. Investment capability once reserved only for institutions and high-net-worth investors is accessible 
now to more investors in many different forms and products. 

Expanding our scope to include this broader universe of investment options, we identify the investment teams and 
solutions that have the capabilities to consistently add value. 

Traditional third-party firms tend to draw their investment talent solely from institutional and boutique strategists, 
many of whom historically have had high minimums.  Many of these firms have developed mutual fund versions of 
their strategies that make the same high-quality team and investment process more broadly available, often at lower 
minimums and pricing.  There is also a small group of elite, tactical asset allocation mutual funds that have never 
been available in any other form and thus have fallen outside the scope of traditional third-party providers. Our 
unique, hybrid structure allows us to take advantage of a broader scope from which we select premier investment 
talent.  We are in pursuit of great Strategists and are agnostic as to the form in which we deliver them.
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Investment 
Capabilities at 

a Glance

4 Investment
process guided by
recognition and
management of
market movement

4 Broad selection
of Portfolio
Strategists
implemented
with mutual
funds, ETFs
and individual
securities

4 Due diligence,
modeling and
monitoring
of expanding
liquid alternative
universe

4 Comprehensive
Retirement
Income Process
and product suite



Moving Beyond Traditional Research
A different view of investment strategies

Volatility-Based Overlay
Once selected, we utilize our proprietary volatility-based overlay to blend complementary strategies to:
• Develop optimally diversified three-mandate portfolios at various client risk levels
• Effectively diversify manager risk

The Influence of Market Movement on Our Three Mandates
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Delivering Comprehensive Research
In our efforts to provide unbiased thought leadership and investment due diligence, we have teamed up with 
multiple industry leaders and investment management firms to deliver comprehensive, independent research.  These 
firms bring a diverse set of expertise in the areas of institutional consulting, hedge funds, liquid alternatives, and 
mutual funds.  

Recognizing the impact of the 2010 Ibbotson & Associates study, we have developed a regression analysis based 
research process allowing us to:
• Determine the amount of a portfolio’s return that is driven by market movement
• Identify and accurately group strategies into the three mandates
• Monitor strategies to ensure we get the diversification and risk management we expect



Advanced Technology Solutions 
Harnessing the latest technology to streamline your business
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Building Portfolios at the Practice/Profile Level

Conservative Moderate
(4-8% Volatility Range)

Moderate
(8-13% Volatility Range)

Moderate Growth
(13-18% Volatility Range)

 Market Movement           Tactical Market Movement          Market Movement Diversifiers

Pulling It All Together
Our technology platform puts you at the leading edge with the latest advances in 
Unified Management Account (UMA) technology. This capability allows us to 
bundle our investment process and solutions into a single account which simplifies 
the administration, reporting and ongoing management of client assets.  In addition, 
we provide a consolidated back-office platform to streamline workflow and remove 
technology constraints from your practice.

UMA 2.0 Technology – Control, Simplicity and Operational Efficiency 
With our UMA version 2.0 solution, you can:
• Combine investment strategies across our mandates in one account.

• Manage risk-based models efficiently at the practice level, rather than at the
client level.

• Rebalance, reallocate, hire/fire managers at the client level or for your entire
book of business.

• Performance reporting segmented at mandate level to set proper client
expectations.

• Consolidate it together in one account, one 1099 and one set of paperwork.

Technology 
Capabilities at 

a Glance

4 Advanced UMA
version 2.0 technology
for complete and
streamlined account
administration

4 Flexibility to support
all types of investment
strategies

4 Segmented reporting
at mandate level
to set proper client
expectations

4 A single platform
capable of handling
all back-office
functions:  proposals,
billing, reporting,
trading and
rebalancing



About The Pacific Financial Group, Inc.
Put the expertise of our team and solutions to work for you

Positioning You for Success Now and in the Future
We believe that innovation is a critical component of a successful partnership.  We’re constantly evaluating and 
assessing new tools and integrating them into our processes so we’re able to provide a truly world-class experience. 
Our commitment to you and your clients is to always keep you at the forefront by evaluating new trends and 
incorporating those that are relevant into our process. 

Our investment philosophy is based on the latest academic research regarding the source of returns and its impact 
on volatility.  With greater recognition, we fully expect these themes to be more accepted and implemented within 
the advisory community.  We would hope that as clients begin to reap the benefits of portfolios managed more 
thoughtfully, we’ll be able to verify a significant improvement in the typical investor experience in the future.  

Putting Our Collective Experience to Work for You
We’ve brought together a diverse team of experienced advisors, advisory consultants and institutional investors to 
form a veteran team that advisors can rely on for expert guidance, support and thought leadership.  Our collective 
experience sitting on all sides of the desk enables us to better understand the unique challenges and opportunities 
you face on a daily basis. Let us share our knowledge and industry expertise with you. 

Our team members have consulted with some of the most successful and respected advisors in the country.  We’ve 
taken these experiences and best practices and have integrated them within our business.

Take the Next Step
If the ideas and solutions described in this brochure meet your needs and goals of taking your practice to the next 
level of success, we encourage you to take the next step.  Our platform isn’t for everyone.  But for those seeking to 
be at the forefront of investment and technology innovation and wanting to implement these solutions within their 
clients’ portfolios, then we’re the solution for you.  Moving forward is as simple as taking one of these steps:

Contact your Regional Consultant to schedule a follow-up meeting to review our solutions in greater detail. 

Visit our website at www.tegmms.com to learn more about The Pacific Financial Group, Inc., get the latest 
updates on our investment offering and find news about our firm. Contact us at info@tegadvisor.com.

Call us at 866-612-5808 to schedule an appointment with a Regional Consultant today. 
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No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication, without express written permission. Market 

Movement Solutions is a registered trademark of The Pacific Financial Group , Inc. (TPFG). ©2013 TPFG.  All rights reserved.



Disclosures:

The Pacific Financial Group, Inc. (“TPFG”) is a registered investment adviser. The information presented is 
believed to be accurate but has not been independently verified. TPFG makes no warranties as to the
accuracy of the information or any representations made or implied. Articles cited are the express opinion of 
the third party author. There are no affiliations between TPFG and any third party authors. All information 
may be changed without notice. The information should not be construed or interpreted as an offer or 
solicitation to purchase or sell a financial instrument or service, and should not be relied on or deemed the 
provision of tax, legal, accounting or investment advice. Past performance is not a guarantee future results. 
All investments contain risks to include the total loss of invested principal. Diversification does not protect 
against the risk of loss. Investors should review all offering documents and disclosures and should consult 
their tax, legal or financial professional before investing.
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